Abstract: We present a method for extracting iso-surfaces and their intersections in 4D. Our work is a signi cant extension of the 3D Marching Lines algorithm with new orientation and implementation considerations. As a practical tool, it can be applied to track e ciently space curves, de ned by di erential invariants, across increasing scale. Extraction d'iso-surfaces en 4D avec des applications la th orie multi-chelle R sum : Dans ce rapport, nous pr sentons une m thode pour l'extraction des iso-surfaces et de leurs intersections en 4D. Notre travail est une extension importante de l'algorithme tri-dimensionnel Marching Lines avec des nouvelles consid rations sur l'orientation et l'impl mentation. En pratique, cette m thode peut tre utilis e pour suivre e cacement dans l'espace multi-chelle des courbes spatiales d nies par des invariants di rentiels.
Extraction d'iso-surfaces en 4D avec des applications la th orie multi-chelle
Introduction
Due to the intrinsic nature of intensity in medical images, iso-surface extraction is a generally used method in 3D medical image processing; see 10] for a good survey of existing works. As 4D images are becoming increasingly common, the challenge of the extraction of 4D hyper-iso-surfaces and their intersections has emerged. Practical applications consist of processing temporal 3D images like beating heart sequences (3 space dimension and 1 time), or tracking topological changes of 3D characteristic lines in scale space (3 space dimension and 1 scale). The latter is necessitated for high-level computerized tasks, such as inter-patient registration or building reliable anatomical atlases. In fact, our motivation for designing a 4D algorithm comes from multiscale analysis of 3D images, which is a natural continuation of our previous work 5, 3] . As far as we know, there is no published paper about the extraction of 4D hyper-iso-surfaces and their intersection curves.
A 4D (or higher dimensional) space is challenging to imagine: though there is nothing special in treating the 4th coordinate mathematically, we have to revise our way of thinking about orientation: left-right, top-bottom do not exist in 4D contrary to the 3D world. To avoid any mysticism that one can feel while treating higher dimensional spaces, we describe our concepts following an intuitive approach based on dimensional analogy. However, this analogy could be misleading as the next simple example shows: the circumference of a 2D circle is 2 r, the surface of a 3D sphere is 4 . Hence, it is particularly important to check our ideas, specially about orientation, if we want to design an algorithm which guarantees good topological properties of the result. This work is inspired by the Marching Lines algorithm 18], which is brie y summarized in the rst section. In the next section we describe its extension to the 4D case. Then we show how this method can be applied to process 3D images at multiple scales. Finally, we discuss some implementation details.
3D overview
There are several techniques to extract 3D iso-surfaces, where the classical example is the Marching Cubes algorithm 13]. To compute the 3D intersection curves of two iso-surfaces, the Marching Lines algorithm 18] is an e ective tool. Like the Marching Cubes algorithm, it uses a beveled-form representation 10], i.e. voxels are viewed as 3D grid points, 8 adjacent voxels form a cubic 8-cell. By means of interface and orientation conventions it resolves singular situations in a consistent and plausible manner and ensures good topological properties. (The Marching Cubes algorithm in its original form can produce surfaces with holes.) The reconstructed discrete surface is oriented, complete i.e. without holes (except at the boundary of the 3D grid) and contains no self-intersections. Also, each intersection curve is oriented (linked list of 3D points where the order of points re ects the orientation) and closed (if the curve is contained within the 3D grid). Since the Marching Lines algorithm is a starting point of our 4D extension, we now summarize the conventions used and the main steps of the algorithm; for proof of correctness see 18].
Extraction of iso-surfaces
De nition 1 (iso-surface as interface) The iso-surface is the interface bet ween the regions of the image f: f I (the inside) and f < I (the outside), where I is a constant. According to this convention, each voxel is labeled either to be positive (f I) or negative (f < I); to follow the explication see Fig. 1, 2 . If at least one of the voxel label of the 8-cell di ers from the others, the 8-cell will contain some iso-surface. The points at which the iso-surface intersects the edges of the cube, called vertices of iso-patches (2 or 4 par face), are obtained by linear interpolation along the cell edges giving sub-voxel accuracy. To de ne adjacency-relations between vertex pairs on a 4-side, the next conventions are used:
De nition 2 (left-hand orientation of a 4-side) When following a closed planar curve its inside should always be on the left.
De nition 3 (outside orientation of a 8-cell) The surface of a cubic cell is oriented toward the outside of the cell.
So each face of a cube is oriented according to the left-hand convention if it is seen from outside. The directed bi-iso-segment on the iso-patch is similarly obtained with interpolation, this time using the intensity values of the second image. The iso-patches have opposite orientation in adjacent cubic cells, the common endpoint of the two bi-iso-segments is oppositely labeled on the two iso-patches.
So the bi-iso-segments can be easily followed using their direction.
On each 4-side the vertices of iso-patches are labeled with the label of the endpoint of the left-hand oriented edges. The vertices are formed to iso-segments from points labeled ? to points labeled +. The ambiguous case of alternately labeled voxels giving 4 vertices on a 4-side is resolved by the mean-value rule. (A non-deterministic treating of this case caused the holes in the original form of the Marching Cubes algorithm.)
De nition 4 (mean-value rule) Assuming that 4 interpolated vertices are generated: If the mean-value of a 4-side is positive (f I) two segments are formed to give one positive component, otherwise to give two components.
As a result of the previous three conventions, the vertices of a cubic 8-cell (giving directed iso-segments on each 4-side) can be organized into iso-patch cycles. Moreover, each iso-patch is oriented: its vertices are connected so that the positive part of the corresponding 4-side should be oriented using the left hand convention. Also, iso-patches have opposite orientation in adjacent cubic cells.
Extraction of intersection curves
To get the intersection line segments, we consider a regular 3D grid whose voxels are labeled according to two images f and g. We rst compute iso-patch cycles with the intensity values of f, then we proceed to get bi-iso-segments (similarly as we did on a 4-side), this time using the iso-value corresponding to the second iso-surface at the iso-patch vertices. To avoid the ambiguity at tangent intersection of surfaces, the order of iso-surfaces is preset:
De nition 5 (intersection order of iso-surface) Let S (f I; f < I) and T (g J; g < J) be two iso-surfaces. C(f; g) is an iso-contour on S de ned as the interface between the regions of S: g J and g < J. C(g; f)
is similarly de ned; the di erence between the curves is how they bypass the tangency region.
An important application is to extract feature lines e.g. parabolic lines, lines of extrema of the principal curvatures... Here the values of g are the corres ponding di erential expressions with iso-constant J = 0, while (f; I) de nes a usual iso-surface. Analogously, we can also compute the intersection of three iso-surfaces as well 17].
Once again, there is an ambiguity of forming bi-iso-segments in case of more than 2 bi-interpolated points. This has no matter for the 3D case; however in 4D it should be raised in a deterministic way, otherwise holes can be created. We propose to connect the consecutive points (this ensures that bi-iso-segments do not intersect) using the mean-value rule, which is to be applied on the bi-interpolated points.
4D extension
The good topological properties of the purely local Marching Lines algorithm are ensured with the help of interface (1, 4, 5) and orientation (2,3) conventions. If we want to extend this algorithm, we have to nd a dimension-independent generalization of the orientation conventions, while the other conventions can be used as they are.
Orientation by induction
A discrete nD image is considered as a regular nD grid composed of hypercubes i.e. De nition 8 ( xing the orientation) We direct the rst line segment so as to regain the left-hand orientation for squares (and consequently the outside orientation for cubes). We remark that the property of opposite orientation of adjacent faces is used implicitly in the proof of correctness of the Marching Lines algorithm.
Not only can these de nitions be de ned inductively, but also the structure of the nD generalized algorithm can be recursively given. In the sequel, we restrict ourselves to the 4D case, though the statements are valid for any dimension n.
Reducing the complexity
It is convenient to number the voxels of a hypercube in such a way that adjacent voxels have labels whose binary codes di er in 1 bit. Fig. 4 shows an example for the 3D and 4D case. which establishes an orientation-preserving bijection between the base and the other hyper-faces. For example, the face-cube numbered by 1 contains the vertices {0, 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11} given by the equation z = 0 (see Fig. 6 ), but this speci ed order of vertices indicates a wrong orientation. After re ection we get {0, 2, 1, 3, 8, 10, 9, 11} which is orientation-equivalent to the base cube if we consider {0, 2, 1, 3} as the base face. Moreover, the bijection re-establishes the original orientation of this face-cube, which is opposite to the one of the base cube in the sense that the common face is inversely oriented (0 ! 1 ! 3 ! 2 in the base cube and 0! 2 ! 3 ! 1 in the face cube 1).
As a consequence, we can trace back any hyper-face of an nD hypercube to a base (n-1)D hypercube in an orientation-preserving way.
Taking all these into account, hyper-iso-patch cycles (i.e. 3D manifolds in 4D) in a 16-cell can be computed as follows:
for all the 8 face-cubes substitute the voxels of the base cube with the voxels of the given face-cube in the proposed orientation-equivalent way, compute the iso-patch cycles in the base 8-cell as described in the 3D Marching Lines algorithm, INRIA organize the obtained cycles (1-chains) into hyper-cycles (2-chains). Cycles or 1-chains are oriented, not necessarily planar polygons, while hy per-cycles or 2-chains are oriented, not necessarily 3D polyhedra whose faces are exactly the above mentioned cycles. For a complete de nition the interes ted reader is referred to 2, 7] . We emphasize that not only the cycles, but also the reconstructed hyper-cycles are oriented, and this orientation is coherent with the orientation of the corresponding hypercubes. That is, adjacent cycles composing the hyper-faces of a hyper-cycle have opposite orientation, and li kewise: hyper-cycles have opposite orientation in adjacent 16-cells.
The intersection of two hyper-iso-surfaces can be similarly reduced to the com putation of hyper-bi-iso-lines (i.e. 2D manifolds in 4D):
for all the 8 face-cubes substitute the voxels of the base cube with the voxels of the given face-cube in the proposed orientation-equivalent way, compute the iso-patch cycles then the bi-iso-segments in the base 8-cell as described in the 3D Marching Lines algorithm, organize the obtained segments into hyper-segments (1-chains). A simple example for hyper-bi-iso-segment calculation is demonstrated in Fig. 7 .
The proof of correctness of this algorithm is based on the inductive de ni tion of hypercube orientation and the proposed orientation-preserving reduc tion. . The procedure which computes the interpolated points is deterministic. So if we nd a point P on a 4-side, we must nd it (except at the boundary) on an adjacent 4-side. The shared edge has opposite direction in the two 4-sides, so point P has opposite labels. Since the iso-segments are directed from points labeled -to points labeled +, there is one incoming and one outgoing iso-segment for each point (except at the boundary); observe the analogy with Fig. 2 , top left. Thus the iso-segments are connected and directed, and they form oriented iso-patches in an 8-cell. Note, that the orientation of iso-patches is consistent to the orientation of a 2D square.
To nd bi-iso-segments on an oriented iso-patch, we rst compute their bi-interpolated endpoints. These endpoints are labeled with the labels of the endpoints of the corresponding edges of the iso-patch. The number of bi-interpolated endpoints is even, and by construction they are alter natively labeled to be -and +. A bi-iso-segment is formed from a point labeled -to the next point labeled + (this ensures that bi-iso-segments do not intersect), in the direction determined by the mean-value rule (this will ensure that no holes are created in 4D; see the 3rd point).
2 Adjacent 8-cells have opposite orientation, i.e. their shared 4-side has oppo site orientation in the two 8-cells. So the iso-segment computed on the shared 4-side is inversely directed in the two 8-cells, as a consequence, iso-patches formed in the adjacent 8-cells are also oppositely oriented. Hence iso-patches constitute an oriented surface i.e. 2D manifolds in 3D. Following bi-iso-segments on adjacent 8-cells is easy. The adjacent isopatches have opposite orientation, and the computation of bi-interpolated endpoints is deterministic. So we must nd a bi-interpolated endpoint on exactly two adjacent iso-patches with opposite labels. Analogously to iso-segments on adjacent 4-sides (1st point), there is one incoming and one outgoing bi-iso-segment for each bi-interpolated point. Hence bi-iso-segments constitute directed and closed lines (if they do not reach the boundary) which do not intersect, i.e. we get 1D manifolds in 3D.
3 Now let us consider a 16-cell. Similarly to the 2nd point, it can be easily seen that iso-patches computed independently in adjacent hyper-faces i.e. 8-cells are oppositely oriented. So they can be organized into oriented hyper-iso-patches, whose orientation is consistent to the orientation of a 3D cube. The orientation-preserving bijection between the base and the other hyper-faces supports a simpli ed implementation: by tracing back any hyper-face to the base-face the same procedure can be used to compute iso-patches, while insuring that the orientation of inscribed iso-patches is coherent to the orientation of the corresponding hyper-face. The correctness of the bijection can be explicitely veri ed by enumerating the 8 di erent cases. About hyper-bi-iso-segments on an oriented hyper-iso-patch: Similarly to the second part of the 2nd point, we have that bi-iso-segments com puted independently on iso-patches of adjacent hyper-faces constitute closed, non-intersecting cycles i.e. hyper-bi-iso-segments. Since these bi-iso-segments are directed in such a way that there is one incoming and one outgoing bi-iso-segment at each shared edge of adjacent iso-patches. Note, that the orientation of hyper-bi-iso-segments is consistent to the orientation of a 2D square. At last we note that the intersection of three (four) hyper-iso-surfaces can be similarly computed, giving lines, i.e. 1D manifolds in 4D (points, i.e. 0D manifolds in 4D).
INRIA 4 Some scale-space applications
Beginning with Witkin's pioneering paper 19], multiscale analysis and appli cations have become wide-spread. The main idea of scale-space theory 11] is to treat an image at di erent levels of scale, applying logarithmically increased smoothing. At a coarse scale, only the most characteristic structures of the original image are conserved, however, they are delocalized and may have un dergone important topological changes (splitting, merging, disappearing). To get precisely located and signi cant structures, they should be tracked from co arse to ne scale. In practice, sampling, delocalization and topological changes make this task di cult. A well-known scale-space property is that no spurious detail is generated when the scale is increased (i.e. ne ! coarse). Now we examine three points related to iso-surface extraction and scale space; we will refer to the previous sentence as simpli cation property .
About topology
We cannot guarantee that the topology of a reconstructed discrete iso-surface is exactly the same as the one of the original continuous object: All the informa tion represented at a scale smaller than the voxel size is lost after discretization; moreover, the connectivity varies with the extraction scale, as the 2D dumpbell example shows in Fig. 8 . Lots of techniques have been proposed (mean-value, gradient heuristics, ... see 10] for a survey) to correctly determine the topo logy, but non of them take into account that the border changes with scale and derivatives must be taken in some neighborhood whose size in uences the result. A suitable attempt to treat this problem is to extract and consider iso-surfaces at increasing levels of scale i.e. to analyze a 4D hyper-iso-surface. If two parts of a real object are connected by a thin, short bridge, and this bridge is lost after image discretization, the connectivity may be re-established at a slightly higher scale; however to nd this scale is still an open problem.
Following features across scale
Theoretical results about the behavior of di erential singularities features which can be de ned as zero-crossings of di erential expressions have been iso-surface (right). The coordinates of points are marked in the (x; y) plane, while resolution is measured logarithmically via the z axis. The delocalization e ect can be immediately investigated. We can also observe that the connecti vity of the iso-contour is not preserved: in the course of blurring, it splits into two, then merges and then splits again.
obtained only in the continuous case 12, 1, 6, 14, 8] . In practice, these are di cult to employ, discretization e ects the detection, so we need to exemplify the orbits of some features in scale space to get a statistical overview. In previous articles 5, 4] we have described a multiscale representation method based on iso-surface detection, that we have applied to follow 2D corner points (absolute maxima of the iso-phote curvature) at increasing scales and analyzed their evolution. Now we have a method to investigate the scale-space behavior also of 3D characteristic lines like parabolic or crest lines (absolute maxima of the largest principal curvature). Parabolic lines are used e.g. to compute aspect graphs of smooth surfaces 15], while crest lines are already established as signi cant features in medical image processing 18]. Multiscale extraction, based on zero-crossings i.e. (hyper-)iso-surface detec tion, is preferable to local extrema search on each level of resolution followed by pairing between adjacent levels. Since simply matching features extracted at di erent levels can give false pairing due to possible strong delocalizations. However, in the case of (hyper-)iso-surface detection, the parent-child connec INRIA tion of singularities is established directly from the voxel structure, which en sures that the topological changes are automatically followed. Fig. 9, 10 show the change of parabolic lines, where the connectivity information is obtained during the 4D extraction. Incorporating simpli cation properties into the extraction avoids unnecessary computations making the algorithm faster. The interested reader can nd a detailed description of this specialization in 4].
Tracking crest lines across scale is di cult compared to other di erential characteristic. Crest lines are not de ned in case of zero gradient or at umbilic points, that is why the Marching Lines algorithm gives not necessarily closed lines. Practically it means that we have to stop the marching at one scale but we have to continue at an other scale, while processing the same position (since zero gradient or umbilicity are singularities not only in space but also in scale); as a consequence, the extracted bi-iso-segments are degenerated to a point. Work is still in progress to nd a proper solution to this problem. First results about multiscale following are presented in Fig. 11 , 12.
A high-level task
Over the past decade, many digital anatomical atlases (see for example 9]) have been developed, whose main application elds include: reference data base, normalized registration, shape and deformation analysis, etc. An atlas has to take into account the resemblances of the underlying organs without considering slight individual di erences to constitute anatomically meaningful features. To build for example an average skull 16], based on automatically extracted di erential invariants, the following scheme is used: feature extrac tion and registration, identi cation and average of the common feature subset and feature deformation analysis. Special attention has to be taken to nd common features with both correct topology and high precision. Though the results are encouraging, the reliability of the method can be augmented using features extracted at multiple scales and applying the registration algorithm hierarchically from coarse to ne scale. In fact, a balance between similardi erent, common -individual, topology -precision should be solved, which is just the same as the compromise between detection -localization in scale-space theory. We think, that the extraction of 3D characteristic curves at increasing Only the lines extracted at = 2 and having a descendant at = 6. These lines are more characteristic than the complete set at = 2.
Implementation details
One can argue that processing 4D images cannot e ectively be done in prac tice, because of the high computation time and the large amount of memory needed. However, the program can be structured in such a way that only two adjacent levels of a 4D image (i.e. two 3D images) are processed at the same time, pro ting from the fact that the 4th coordinate is essentially di erent from the other three spatial coordinates. For example, in multiscale applications or when following time evolution, we can suppose that the adjacent levels are fairly related. Moreover, thanks to the simpli cation property in scale space, the levels at the two nest scale contain much more details than the rest. (We are not sure that similar statements exist in case of time evolution.) So in tensive computation is only needed at two neighboring levels, corresponding to the highest scales, to start the algorithm, then the obtained (hyper-)cycles are to be propagated for the next levels, that is, we have to process the rest voxels only if they are on a reached 16-cell. However, this way new emerging events are not necessarily detected, contrary to an intensive sequential scan. A possible variant, which is more useful in practice, is the coarse-to-ne pro pagation: in this case we extract features at the nest scale only if they have a descendant at the coarsest scale. We control the propagation with two tem porary queues (one for the actual level, one for the next), as it is summarized below.
To start (e.g. at the two nest / coarsest scales), we make an extensive com putation. For each 16-cell: If a hyper-cycle containing a cycle in the face-cube numbered 7 is found, we store into nextQueue the standard origin of the adjacent 16-cell. (This ensures the propagation to the next level; actQueue remains empty.) To proceed level-by-level, we rst take actQueue := nextQueue, nextQueue := empty. While there is an elem in actQueue:
We take it out and calculate hyper-cycles in the corresponding 16-cell. If a cycle in face-cubes numbered 1..6 is found, the standard origin of the adjacent 16-cell (if it is not stored yet) is stored into actQueue. (This is necessitated by topological changes between two consecutive levels.) If a cycle in the face-cube numbered 7 is found, the standard origin of the adjacent 16-cell is stored into nextQueue. As we have seen, the 4D algorithm can be traced back to 3D calculations via orientation-preserving bijections. The transformation of hyper-faces can be obtained by a look-up table procedure, as opposed to solving equations. This greatly speeds up the 4D ! 3D reduction; similarly, other topological information like edge and face connection can also be stored in look-up tables.
INRIA
Finally, a remark: the results are rather di cult to visualize; the best way found so far is animation and extensive use of colors.
Conclusion
We have presented a method to extract 4D hyper-iso-surfaces and their inter section curves, which is a natural extension of the 3D Marching Lines algo rithm with new orientation and implementation considerations. Though our main discussion and also the implementation have been done in 4D, all the statements are valid for any dimension. We have also shown some possible applications related to scale space. Currently, an important task is to follow 3D characteristic curves, such as crest lines, across scale. In the future we intend to investigate the multiscale behavior of these lines so as to get robust detection and good base for high-level medical image processing tasks. Also, we plan to apply this method to analyze gated SPECT images of the beating heart.
